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Is Ackourey still in business, or are those old ties?
I have been down there and this Ephoron Leukon hatch has been going on for at least 10 days at this point, we
are talking hundreds of millions of flies. Just walls of flies, bank to bank, 100 yards wide for miles and miles. The
channels are gorging once the surface is at about 20 flies per square foot. The cats first appear by sound, they
all clamp their jaws and you hear it ,then you see dorsals, and you can hit them with a flashlight and see their
stomachs.
I have some hog smallmouth on camera, one is 20 flat, real thick, need to edit the cursing, lol.
I need to find a flat water spot near deeper water since the river dropped. They have vacated my area. They
were all slabs though, they only seem to be taking flies in my area, nobody with topwater was breaking 17
inches, but the real hogs over that were on flies. These are smart old fish that wait for this and gorge. The river
sounds amazing at about 10pm, once the cats and walleye, bass, and musky are tearing into suckers, carp, and
fallfish that are sipping these flies.
It is hard to get them after a critical mass point, but not impossible all nights. A few nights it was pointless at
least for just increased sizes of the fly tactic, even like a 2, there was no point unless you sight fished a channel
cat dorsal and threw it in his face.
There are definitely dead areas where you don't see any rises and other areas where there are bass coming up,
but you have to first see if they are bass or channels.

